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I. ' INTRODUCTION ■

1. The Lagos Plan of Action (LPA) , the blueprint for African1 development,, contains

recommendations requesting the ECA, OAU and FAO to hold an Expert Consultation-on :.live-;

stock development and research in Africa with a'view to increasing the performance-of:

the livestock sector (24). Also, at the last meeting of the.Conference-ofMinisters''of .

the Economic Contnissioh for Africa- {ECA) held in Addis Ababa?'Ethiopia, from April ■■■-■ ■

27 to May 3, 1983, the Ministers adopted a resolution which recommend that.;the EGA- in.

close collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and other specia

lized1 agencies fo1 carry out perspective studies in- the livestock Sector in' order-to

increase its contribution to food and agriculture production in Africa (8).

2. The present Consultation is:being[ held in response to the recommendations-of the

LPA and this paper addresses itself'to the recommendations stated in paragraph 1.

The paper deals with-the strategies, policies, constraints and prospects for:livestock

development in Africa by the year 2000. Its rrain purpose is to stimulate discussions;,

by providing a framework'assisting producers and policy-makers in identifying, formulat

ing, implementing;, monitoring and evaluating specific policies and strategies which

could'1 alleviate and/or eliminate the constraints that hinder the achievement of indi- ,

vidual and collective goals and objectives especially in transforming the sector into-;

an expanding and self-sustainable source of animal proteins and food production.

3D' 'This study is not meant to be exhaustive nor does it aim at providing; a.-specific

policy prescription for any one country? rather it-concentrates on major ..issues which •-

are common to the Region. Strategies and policies that are applicable -in the,countries'

of the region and which can help policy-makers have .been suggested. Furthermore, cons

traints typical to countries of the region have been discussed and solutions proposed-. ...

It is the hope that these policies, strategies and solutions will be exhaustively dis

cussed at this meeting1 such that a final refined answer could be evolved for use as a ?

model in the region. ■ '.

II. . STRATEGIES, POLICIES AND CCNSTRATINS TO LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA.- '"..'■'

A. General ■

4. Livestock plays, either directly or indirectly, an important- role in the economy ■

of most African' countries. In many African countries it contributes significantly to the

Gross' Domestic Product (GDP), and to the alleviation of unemployment; it is an important

source of foreign exchange earnings and it enhances the attainment, of foodself-suffi- .

ciency. ■ ^ ■''•• '

5. As a major source of subsistence and cash for most rural population, -i

a particularly important place in the rural economy of African countries. Besides being

an additional source of employment and income on the- farm., livestock helps-in improving

the productivity of cropping enterprises. It is used as draught power mainly-for plough

ing, seeding, weeding and harvesting; as a means of transportation for' agricultural

inputs and output-, as part of the remuneration for the youth associations that perform

some agricultural tasks such as weeding, ?.s the case in West.Africa, and as a source of

employment during the "lean period" for various of the activities, such as the feeding

of animals. • Farmers' substitute'livestock manure, to seme extent,■ for imported and re- .

latively expensive fertilizer, cement and firewood. Livestock enhances the efficient
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use of land that is not suitable for cropping or is left to fallow and provides for

the efficient utilisation of agricultural by-products. Livestock provides a-. means;pf -

security and savings, being readily convertible into cash. The sector provides the

needed inputs to many industries '(in the form of meat, hides,, skins, etc.) and cons

titutes an-important source of' demand to many livestock input supplying industries

(animal feed,, equipments, etc.) and manufactured consumers goods. Livestock, has an- .

important social role for many African livestock rearing communities, not only as a

source: of wealth and prestige but it is used in religious ceremonies and many social

occasions, especially in marriage, as a major part of the. dowry.

6. From 197,7 to 1981 the-production of meat and milk..in the region lagged behind

demand and as a" result'many African countries were forced to import'increasing quantities

of these products from outside the continent, to meet the growing demand resulting

mainly' from increased income,, population and urbanization. At *hQ same time, there has
not been- any corresponding substantial increase i-n production, due perhaps to many consr

traints such as natural disasters and the absence of well defined programmes to effect

the structural change necessary-for.-, an increase in production. Livestock production in

Africa is dominated..by traditional methods. The average mortality rates are among .

the highest in the world, the productivity indices are among the lowest and the carcass

weights and dressing■rates, at farm, level, are well below what have been achieved in

other regions'of the*world (9). . ■ . ■ .

> . ■.

7. The low performance of the sector is attributable to a number of inter-related

factors,- Very few countries have formulated comprehensive and well designed livestock

development plans and strategies - within an overall agricultural development framework.

In many countries, enough'stress has'not been put on the-integration of the various

components of the; livestock development strategy. Also the coordination of development

strategies between1 the ■ livestock, and other sectors that s'upply input to cr demand

output from-it r has been lacking. -Livestock development has for a long period of ;

time focussed on animal disease control and eradication,' tc the detriment of the

equally important production aspects. It was only fairly recently, in the seventies,

that interventions directed towards the introduction of modern technological packages

for the average producer., through the design and implementation of projects, started.

The approach to programming the sector in most instances has often been the inappropriate

but well-known "from tcp to bottom" approach and it resulted in'most projects being

ill-identified, wrongly formulated and badly implemented. The immediate producers did

not pexticipate in the identification, formulaticn, monitoring and evaluation.processes

while they were often enrolled, in a canpulsory manner, in the Ltiplenentaticn phase of

the.projects. Accordingly,, they often considered themselves "alienated" when it

came' to the execution of such projects;' and therefore acted, consciously or un

consciously; as breakings forces to the planned activities and objectives originally

defined by project designers and staff, who in turn, refer to them as backward, tradi

tional and irrational. However, it must be admitted that, in the absence of well-,

designed educational and extension programmes, the conservatism of many of the livestock

producers has made it difficult to introduce new changes,

8. The data base used in planning has often been poor in quality and quantity arid

the institutional as well as s'ccial'constraints remained unresolved. Even in major

livestock producing countries, the sector has not received the attention it deserves

and the allocation of public funds to the sector represents only a very small

percentage of the revenue generated from it. Only in a few cases did the exporters

of livestock products and by-products as well as the butchers 'invest in activities

related to the production, transformation and trading of livestock products. The
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shortage of well-qualified and experienced manpower in many instances have frustrated

development efforts in the livestock economy.

9 Several ill-defined projects which were initially meant to alleviate and/or
eliminate constraints- to the development of. the sector, sometimes had negative results
and added technical'and/or financial risks to the activities of herders, who in
some- instances also responded negatively to the planned objectives and gcals of
policy-makers at the micro.as well as macro levels. Such projects have -led to an
increase in the debt situation of many countries and consequently donors and ^
lending institutions have been discouraged from investing in the sector.

10. In addition, the special nature of the livestock production in the region
has been a contributing factor, to this'poor performance. The African livestock
sector is characterized by great diversity in terms of ecological and climatic
zones/- management levels, owr»ership of resources and product nix,. .Livestock
is scattered ever a wide geographical area where the herders move in search of
pasture and water and the decision process at the' farm level is often very

complex.

11 Given'this sad state of the livestock sector in Africa, and its.ijrportance .

in the economy of many African countries, the Lagos Plan of Action (lift), gives due
emphasis to- its development. The objective as stated in the LPA.cver the years-
1980-1985' is to bring about an immediate iinprcvement in the feed situation and to, lay
the foundation for the achievement of self-sufficiency in cereals, in livestock

and in fish- products (24). ■ ' '

12 To improve the performance cf the sector, drastic changes in- the formulation
and implem-ntaiton of strategies and policies of the livestock development and ,
research-are'required in all African countries. In the next two decades, the focus
should be en making efficient use of scarce resources and existing technologies end
reconciling the" objectives cf producers, consumers and government in order to reach
an optimum utilization of resources and maximization of social welfare, Furthermore,
organized co-operation and co-ordination between producers and policy-makers, between
private and public enterprises dealing with livestock production and trade within a
country as well as the continent and between national/intergovernmental/internaticnal

organiza.tions involved in research and development cf livestock in Africa is required.
Harmonization of livestock policies and plans among member countries is also desxred
for'the promotion of cc-cperaticn and trade at subregional and regional levels. •.

13.* -In-view of differences in resource endowment, development levels, livestock-pro
duction -arid trading activities among African countries and within a given country,
it would be rather difficult to formulate a strategy of universal applicability. The
scope of the study and the time constraints would not permit preparation of detailed
strategies and policy prescriptions for any specific individual country or subregion.
Nevertheless, based on the stratification of Africa into areas with comparative advan
tage in raising animals, or in producing• crops or in intensive production of meat,, milk
and/or eggs, it is possible to discuss related general strategies and policies that
would help in eliminating and/or alleviating of corresponding constraints to be identified
later. ' The three areas are interdependent and interrelated.; and in.any one major live
stock producing country may be found one or a combination cf two or all three types.
'The identification of these strata in a country is solely within the competence of

' the relevant authorities. The main objective is to improve the performance of the.
sector with the aim of achieving self-sufficiency at least by the year 2000. Before,
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discussing constraints, it is desirable to examine first the developmental approach

for livestock in Africa.

B. Review of the "develppgnental approach for, livestock in areas, with

comparative advantage in raising animals over.the last fifty years:

14. The problem of individual livestock producers in this type of area is concep

tualized as follows: . : ■

- Given the sccic-c-conomic, institutional and natural environment

in which the producer lives, his problem is that of minimising the

off-take'rate subject to the following constraints: -that of satisfying

the subsistence requirements of his family ■mentoers; that of re

constituting his herd after calamities such as.drought,'diseases and/or

other man-made disasters, and that of coping with the availability of

very scarce resources (23).

This behaviour cf the producer at the individual level is rational but, however,

at the macro level usually it constitutes a major constraint to the objective

of government; which, by and large, is to increase and raximize the contribution

of the livestock sector to the overall sccic-economic develcjxrent of the .country

by increasing the quantity cf an improved quality of marketed meat and milk.

15. Government therefore feels obliged to introduce actions and interventions ,.

that are needed tc alleviate or eliminate the constraints facing itself as well

as the individual producer, in order tc improve the performance of the livestock

sector' which in turn will contribute immensely tc the well-being of pastoralists

ceninunities* and. society at large'-. Such government actions and interventions

have been through various approaches which have the ccmnon dencminator of

putting emphasis on the project approach rather than the programming approacho

For ease cf^discussion, these approaches are divided into three categories as

given in sub-sections (i), (ii) and(i'ii) that follow. -

(t) Planning livestock sector development with emphasis on control

and eradication of animal diseases

16. The first variant of the developmental approach which has persisted uptill

now in many countries was centered on reducing the mortality rates through control

and eradication cf disease such as rinderpest, foot and ireutlv diseases, pleuro-

pneurrcnia, internal and external parasites;' usually free of charge to the herder.

But, at the same tiine, ho ciear or organized actions were directed towards increased

productivity and increased, marketed production at the farm, level.

17. Under this approach, in. rany.instancesr the natural and delicate ecological

balance was disturbed. It was left to nature,itself to provide the necessary

corrective action through certain phenomena such as drought which have acted as the

main balancing agent between carrying capacity of pasture land, stocking rates and

animal population. The priirery cause of the disappointing growth in animal production

is the failure to integrate biological, ecological, economic and sociological -

components in research and development programmes (13). To overcome the shortcomings

of this approach, such considerations that affect anirral production must be given due

emphasis. ' * ' '
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(ii) planning the dev&cpment of the livestock sector fron. "top to , •

bottom" with emphasis on animal production

18. The second variant of the development approach which has been adopted in

the seventies by some countries have started to give due emphasis, to animal
production through integrated livestock development projects that include inter-

alia, health, nutrition", genetic improvement and marketing activities. The. major
shortcomings of this approach were that the designers in most instances failed, to

involve the would-be beneficiaries at the identification, formulation, monitoring

and evaluation- stages cf the projects. Added to this the beneficiaries were not

very much involved in the. financing of the projects which were often, imposed

on them.

7 ,19.\ Although, in a broad senser the goals of the project designers and of the
beneficiaries,coincide, the ways and means of reaching them are "often con-. ;

flicting. The producers dc not often consider themselves as truly, involved in
. or as a part of the development process defined by the project-designer. As a

result producers in many instances were unreceptive or even antagonistic

to the methods set by the project staff. -Many uninformed planners or admini
strative executives failed to understand the logic behind the behaviour of the

■ producers -whom they often locked upon as backward and irrational. This attitude
■-". and the developmental approach often yielded projects which are illccneeived,

-■.unrealistic and under-financed. There are aLsc the added financial and techni
cal risks to the herders1 activities." it also increased the debt-situation of

. many countries and discouraged seme donor and lending institutions from invest

ing, in the livestock sector.

(iii) Planning the development of the livestock sector "from top to

bottom" with emphasis on existing production systems

20. This approach involves Production Systems Research (PSR) as an integral

part and therefore has cvercemedan imjx>rtant shortcoming of second approach

, discussed above. In designing and. implementing projects, PSR takes into account

the motivations, objectives, activities and the constraints of the people-who
are to benefit from the development objectives, 'particularly the target .group.

21., Although it is too early to evaluate efforts in this direction being actively

pursued by HCA and other institutions, this approach is believed to be the,
most appropriate in the context of all areas particularly,.'.with caiparative advantage

in raising animals. For instance, ILCA's approach is to seek .technological change

by carrying out component research on the key constraints identified-in

traditional production systems. Technical innovations are then designed for intro

duction at the production unit level and their effects on the systems as a whole

are monitored (6). . .

C. Constraints to livestock deve.lopif.ent

22. The constraints that are believed to be critical and which-need to be alle

viated or eliminated in the short- and medium-term to achieve any meaningful im

provement in the perfunvence of livestock sccUjr by the year 2000/ are discussed in

the present section withnirt- hoiM-:; o i
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(i) Pr.'crarrcninc;

result of on-going projects dees net appear to be urminent.(16)

SeifSans have inevitably been nothing nrre than a listing of
es aSInstTrouch estimte of aggrecrate cost and. an enurneratxon of
SnefiS for eacn project. The vertical as well as the horizontal
oTactlvities are Lde difficult, if not impossible, ^oachxeve

In^sHn the livestock sector due to its disappointing performance and
tte feSure^o upgrade the standards of plan, and project fornulatim and m-
piementation.

(ii) Lcind tenure

and iniprovstent of livestock husbenc?y
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(iii) Water points

26. Ponds, tubewells and. wells, mostly provided by the government,, are publicly
owned, exploited and with free access to all in most livestock raising areas.
However, in many countries duo to financial difficulties it has not been possible
to adequately maintain these facilities and to enforce an appropriate cede of co

nduct for their utilization. In sane instances the water point beccrres a centre
of conflict between users car1: soon the area around the water point, involving a sari
radius.of sane kilometers deteriorate, exhibiting desert like characteristics.

To ensure success of livestock development in the circumstances, full cognizance
of all the factors involved, must be taken into account in designing prcgrammes for
development of watering points in arid zones.' The tapping of each*new water source
upsets the natural environmental equilibriums livestock graze new pastures or

grasslands, additional flecks and herds are put out to graze, new tracks are broken,
semi-nomadic people assemble- settlements may be established, trade may be started,
schools may be opened.- and sc on. Consequently, it is essential tp ensure that
this development stage is well balanced by carefully taking into consideration not
only the physical factors - water, livestock and grasslands - but also the
sociological and economic aspirations cf the local people (3).

(iv) Control and, eradication cf animal diseases

27. At national, subregional, regional and international levels, a host of
laboratories and centres have been created to deal with the diagnosis of diseases
and the production of vaccines in order to support veterinary services in Africa,.
Even at project levels, the animal health ccrnrojent has always been included. In
spite of this much attention given tr health, there are still many shortcomings
and a wide scope for iii£>row=ent exists. Africa is still plagued with a number
of killer diseases. During the last five years (1977-1981) outbreaks cf Foot and
Mouth Diseases (END) , rinderpest, contagious bovine and1, caprine pleurcpneumcnia
were recorded in several African countries. Rinderpest was widespread in West

Africa. The yearly average mortality rate for cattle population is estimated at
-10 per cent and the quantity of condemned and seized carcasses in the slaughter
house is not negligeable. The losses for cattle alone when converted into carcass
weight and US dollar equivalent per annum are estimated at 1.8 million tons and
3.6 billion dollars respectively during the reriod 1977-1981. It has been esti
mated that the region could support a further 120 Trillion cattle and many more
sheep and. goats if tse-tsc flies and trypanosoniasis could be brouefht under
control (20).

28. The major constraints identified in the control and eradication of animal
diseases are as follows:

- weak co-ordination and co-operation among neighbouring countries
for the control and eradication of diseases;

- insufficient allocation of funds under the annual national budget
to cover recurrent cost of laboratory centres and institutions
dealing with disease control and feradication;

- lack and under-utilization of equipments and facilities where and
when mostly needed and shortage cf up-to-date medicines and vaccines;
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- severe shortage of trained and experience?. manpower at all levels,-

- free access to animal health services and vaccines resultinr: in seme
cases in less optimal benefit for the society at large;

- inadequate remuneration of personnel, usually civil servants, in charoe of
control and eradication of diseases at the farm level. resulting at J
best m insufficient dedication in the performance cf their duties;

- inaccessibility cf animals that are scattered in remote areas in search
of water and pastures; and

- attitude of herders toward vaccinations which are considered by them
as means of making them pay more taxes on their animals.

(v) Research

29. A wide range of studies suggests that returns realized, fror, well-executed
agricultural research are generally two to three times higher than likely retuns
frcm most alternative investment opportunities in the rural sector. Nevertheless,
investment in agricultural research continues to be- accorded low priority by
economic policy-makers in many developing countries, in part because of poor desicm
and. implementation cf research programmes which freouently result in ineffective "
use of funds. (12). "

30. Because cf the shcrt-ccmin-s which exist in the research systems ^f many
developing countries, international agricultural research centres (IARC) have
become increasingly involved, in research activities that should otherwise have
been undertaken by national institutions. Cameo deficiencies include excessive
fragmentation of research activities among government aqenci.es, low priority
accorded to research by governments and inadequate institutional structures for
research and extension. Accordingly, the limitecl research capacity of irsny national
systems constrains the returns to investment in the international agricultural
research centres.(12). Ml the above points apply equally to the livestock sector
which is even in a worse situation relative to the attention r>aid to its research
in terms cf plans, manpower and finance.

31. In the past, research on the sccic-economic component rf development was
neglected at the expense cf technical research, altheugh the understanding of sccic-
economic structures is the key to analysing small farm problems including the moti

vations and expectations of the farmer and the nossible impact of technological,
economical and institutional changes on farm output and incon*? '22), Although the
results achieved: at the technical level .in terms'of breeding and nutrition are
impressive yet they were not often passed successfully to the farm .level due among
others, to the weak linkage between technical and sccio-econcmic research. The
primary cause of failure in most cases lias been the lack cf. adequate■'understandinc
of relationships between the biological, eccnrmic and social" components of each production
system. (5). It could be argued that..the retarded development cf livestock in the"
tropics reflects not a lack cf potential, but simply the fact that the research

inputs required to develop an appropriate technology for these areas have never be^-n
provided: on adequate scale (25). The impact cf livestock research on the producer has
not been satisfactory in view of lack of a continuous link and dialogue between the
livestock producers and research centres resulting frcm inadequate extension service.
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(vi) Training

32. One of the major constraints to livestock development is the shortage of- well ,

qualified and experienced manpower esrecially in range management, anirral management

and socio-eccnomics. Training- in the more practical aspects of livestock development,

in range management, ahiiral management and "in" the'-;spcio-eccnc:inic change among-pastcra-

lists is not as advanced as in the classical sciences and professional courses (14).

(vii) Transfer of technologies in livestock sector

33. In planning'the livestock sector more emphasis has been given .to either the

modern sector and/or to the modernization of the traditional sector.. In consequence,

it is, there where the limited successes for the livestock sector were recorded. Mo-r._.<:. „

dernization in the form of farms, dairies, poultry units, is more visible to the ■

eye and. therefore might serve "a political gimmick of indicating that something is

being.done. While on the ether side, development of the rural areas is not immedia-- -

tely conspicuous and is not eye catching to the general public (1). Development efforts

have often stressed technical innovations without" an understanding of the spectrum . -

of consequences that can flow from such interventions in pastoral societies, and the

outcome of past investment in livestock development projects has" been generally disr

appointing (5).

34. The., transfer of technology has been mainly concentrated in a small segment of . ;

the livestock sector, generally referred to as the modern subsector, using mainly . - .

modern inputs. In spite of the heavy capital investment in this subsectcr, at the-,

expense of the dominant traditional sector, the success has been limited to providing

only a small portion of livestock products in Africa, The subsector is capital

intensive and.deals mainly with the intensive production of beef, pigmeat, poultry ■ .

meat, eggs' and milk that requires a higher degree of'efficiency in management and a

regular supply of inputs .at least cost. The nature of the livestock production and the

dominance of conservative pastoralisf and traditional producers makes it difficult to

introduce new technologies or improve existing ones, in the absence of well designed.;,

extension and education programmes, linked with planned anC. effective Research and

Development (R & D) Institutions. Moreover, livestock development is a long-term affair

requiring long-term improvement measures and prolonged action. Since all facets of

livestock developments are inter-related, a frontal attack is required and this is a

costly exercise especially when servicing widely scattered and small producers. . With
the limited resources of most African countries, these factors act as a major constraint

to the introduction of technology in the absence of adequate financial and group action

across countries.

■ " (viii) Poor management and organization '

35. In many African countries, governments have intervened directly in the develop

ment of the livestock sector not only through taxes, policy measures but also by

creating government institutions to deal with production and marketing. In most of ■

the cases these organizations have not operated satisfactorily, mainly for reasons,'-

of pcor management and organization. They not only work at loss but have retarded
the development of the industry through hampering the potential development of the ■

private sector. The inadequate management and pcor organization constrains production

directly as well as other services like disease control, marketing, range management,
etc. These constraints emanate from lack of clarity regarding government policies,-

absence of an integrated approach and shortage of qualified manpower.
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(ix) Livestock marketing and pricing policy

36. The livestock marketing and pricing policy in most countries arenotsatis-
factory and do not provide enough incentives for efficient allocation of resources
required to achieve increased, performance in production and trading activities.

37 The live animal market in most African countries is a'free market and middle
men collect from farm gate to farm gate animals to be delivered subsequently to
butchers and exporters; The sale price for meat is set at.level that is thtereti
cally in line with the objective of the official pricing policy which favours the
urban consumer. Often it does not cover the production cost involved -* a result,
butchers do not respect the official price but include in the sale price,.not only
what would constitute a profit but-also an amount to take care of a penalty era fine,
which will be imposed if he-is, caught by the law enforcement officer. As such, the of
ficial pricing pkicv dees not protect the interest of consuls, who are faced with
irregular supplies of neat at very high prices. The official pricing policy is also
cSrMd^o producers especially those with capital intensive ^f^ensiye
enterprises who find it difficult to cover even their production costs at the price
SvSFset b/tne authorities. It is the middleman, butchers as well as law enforce
ment officers, who benefit from the pricing policy.

(x) Behaviour of the producer in their environment

38 The behaviour of the traditional producer dees not always correspond to the
objective of maximizing livestock production. The extensive livestock rrocuction
system is dominant in Africa an?, takes place in areas where rainfall is lew erf.
there is shortage of water for more than half of the year. In the Sahel, for
instance during"the dry season, animals are watered twice .a w ,ek for about half
cf the year and the distance between the watering point and: the pasture may seme-

times exceed. 25 kms. Under such circumstances it is desirable to provide supple
mentary feeds to animals around water points during the dry season in order to
reducTthe radius of grazing areas from, water points. However, with the present
conation of the livestock sector, this would be costly and uneconomic Droughts are be
SZmore widely spread, and recurrent .in Africa, and in the management *^™ f *
pastcralist the drought element has assumed, an increasing importance as one of the
significant variables. So far it is not possible to predict the occurence, the
lengths and magnitude of the droughts. In addition, veterinary service coverage
- rJ,ften rear especially for animals in remote areas. As a result, the herd, in
ttesfaSeccmS heavily subjected, to droughts and diseases and the natural reaction
of the herder is to put a hedge against these risks and. their accompanying losses.
In the Sahel, for instance, most herders think in terms of subsistence in the
short run and of survival in the medium and. long run by keeping animals of various
sexes, ages and species with relatives living far away as in the case of portfolio
diversification, and. minimizing the off-take; .thus .maximizing total stack regard
less of available pasture and. water supply. Consequently survival of these animals
S paramount importance leading to more interest .in numbers rather than quality.

39 This behaviour acts as a constraint to increased marketed production and. com
mercialization of livestock activities. On the surface this behaviour »*Uc4
irrational but deeper analyses reveals that it is rational within the context of the
SividutrpSuce^vironLnt an* circumstances though irrational fron a macro point

i Barker economy is still prevailing in som3 rural areas. The herders usually
e milk an?, cereals with manure and agricultural by-products and watering of
? ^st of the- pastoralist have limited, demand for rrrney income and. because of

SSTthev have limited responses to prices which after certain limit mightbe back
ward bending. The herders' diet consists largely of milk and irsat which they produce

view
n
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themselves. Consumer needs are often in short supply in rural areas. Most cf .the
resources required for livestock prcductinn are free st that the cost of production in

terms cf cash is very small. Often there is no alternative activity such a<= the profit
able one of breeding, at the reach of herders. For all these factors, pastcralists
have limited demand for things noney can buy except for few consumers goods, payment
of taxes, school fees, etc.; payments that will involve .the selling of few'animals.
The consequence of these environmental factors is a low off-take rate of animals
encouraged by the herder's.

111 • PROSPECTS FOR LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA BY THE YEAR 2000

40. The potential for livestock development in Africa exists. If appropriate measures
are taken the African regicn could be made net only self-sufficient in" meat production
but also a net exporter by the end of the century. .Meat ancTiril* production should bp
respectively in the region of 9,276 and 13.« million tons bv the ySS i'it I, to
meet the rising demand resulting from expansion of population and incore. (table 1 ^

Table 1: Production structure of meat in 1980 and 2000

-1980

Cattle and buffalo

Sheep and Goat

Pigs

Poultry

2000

Cattle find buffalo

Sheep and goat

Pigs

Poultry

Source • no\

Animal

(mi.1lion

head)

132

222.8

6.3

489

190

343.3

13.7

1 446

Off

take

(%)

11.6

31.9

90.5

137.0

15.4

40.5

118.2

171

Carcass

Weight

(kg/)

113

10.5

41.5

0.9

128

12.7

45.0

1.2

Production

(1000 tens)

1 732

747

235

600

3 756

1 787

873

2 860

Growth

rate

Animal

numbers

1.9

2.2

^,0

5.5

198O-2OCO

production

3-9

4.5 .

6.8

8.1
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1,9: per cent over i!i

1977-1981. An annu rat

by the year 2COO (te^ of,

2

9

amual

^ respectively at
re^ectiveiy 14 and 1446 million hek

Table 2: ^

Cattle and

Sl-ieep anc"1. ccat

Pigs

Poultry

: muter cf slaurhtorrrl^ uht

Annual

Prc-ducticn

15.4

2,5

5.7

Source: (9* and (10)

1977 - 19Si
1980 - 2CC0

Shares ofShares of Annual _____
SlauoFvESaacT-tarcass Prcduction Slaughtered Carca-
Arumals Weight Growth Animals

15.4

3. ■')

5.7

3.9

4.5

3.2

3.5

5.5

6.7

.7

1-0

1,3

1,4

Sd in ._r:e ;.rjirl:e..r-,<?r sla-ochterer! animals. Acccr.-'inc tn tb«= studv

^ ;°^ 2000"' ^r-J15 198O-20CO, the stere of carcass^irht
ftr^rrrduci:fn Ci :reat1 sh™^ ^^ fr^ 21 rer cent fcr paltry to '

;^: fOr 3heG" ^x: a:^s" ^^ thc~- ^herc of cattle rreat in the t-tJ
r,ujct..cn, vnicn was over E2 per cent in 1S8C, is set at ^i rer cent in ?0CO

^ S° ^^ ^^ 3TU:U' "^ fr0ITi " ^ 1?P0 to 19 rRr crat: "I" 2CC0. ' The
L™"-W ^!S ■'■.per C8rit in 198° shrilld fce 9 ^^ cent =t the

^^fl?5:, t^l;' 3'n:^ase ;s Kf fOT ncultry «**, frcm IB per cent in 1S80 to
r..^ ,f ;;^°' Plt7 ^^ My' Poultry rest shares wcul-i frdin resrectively
:^\V*rT^e-IT?ntS "*ile "^ °f CQttlG fl^ snBl1 ^i^nts (sheep^.- -,^t) rreat, ^u.d lose resrectlvaly 11 an:' 3 rercentare noints -in the tob?i
>.ro.ucc:OT of ail ^at ?rom 1980 tc 2000. To achieve thenroduction" taraet of ndlk, the
. .;;.Uing o^s popuxaticr/a,;.rh vSE 19.2 million Jn 1380 should arow at ^"annual rate "

^■iJ%.:!f- 'ff f'*-i«».- **««=- yield by lactation that TOS 326 ta. in 1980
1't.ed to orcv- Ly J. J par cent ann-jaxly over the saiie period. (11).
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themselves. Consumer goods are often In short supplv in rural areas. Most of the

resources required for livestcck prcductirn are fres"sc that the ccst of production in
terms of cash is very small. Often there is no alternative activity such as the profit
able one of breeding, at the reach cf hearts. For ell these factors, pastcralists

have limited demand for things money can buy except for few consumers good's, payment

of taxes, school fees, etc.; payments that will involve the selling cf'few animals.
The consequence cf these environmental factors is a low off-take rate of animals
encouraged by the herders.

- PROSPECTS FOR LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA BY THE YEAR 2QCQ

40. The potential for livestcck development in Africa exists. If appropriate Treasures
are taken the African regicn could be made net only self-sufficient in" meat production

but also a net exporter by the end of the century. Meat ancTndlfr production should be
respectively in the reaion of 9,276 and 13.*? million tons by the year 20CO, if jt is to mee
meet the rising demand resulting from expansion of population and" income, (table 1 and '

Table 1: Production structure of rreat in 1980 and. 2QC0

1980

Cattle and buffalo

Sheep and Goat

Pigs

Poultry

2000

Cattle and buffalo

Sheep and goat

Pigs

Poultry

Source : (io)

Animal

(million

head)

132

222e8

6.3

489

190

343.3

13.7

1 446

Off

take

(%)

11.6

31.9

90.5

137.0

15.4

■10.5

118.2

171

Carcass

Weioht

(kg/)

113

10.5

41.5

0.9

128

12.7

45.0

1.2

Production

(1000 tons)

1 732

747

235

600

3 756

1 787

873

2 860

Growth

rate

Animal

numbers

1.9

2,2

4.0

5.5

1980-2000

production

3O9

4.5

6,8

8.1
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Table 2% Anr

l ^^^^^gE^J

Cattle anr? buffalo

Sheep and yoat

Pigs

Annual

Production

Growth

:3.4

2.5

5.7

1977 - 1981
1980 - 2000

Shares of Annual SharGS of
Slauon^cScTTarcass Production Slaughtered Carc-ss
-"^ Weight Growth Ar.jjnals \-

15.4

2,5

5-7

3.9

4.5

6.8

3.2

3.5

5.5

6,7

.7

1-0

1.3

42. During \077-l9fil, tlie. c^rth in camiKl ^cducti
incase in ^ nunfcer^cf slaughtered antols. .

i^v frrir

: ^5 P^ cf irear shaUc vary fran XI rer cent for

atTcturn, ^iicr, was c^r 52 ^er cent in 196c, is set at «l rer cent in

* ^-^t^ S3TUl^ ^ ™ ™ - ^eo to 19 rrx cent in 2" T
W ^.j;^c_wp:Lcr. ^ / p=r cent in 1980 shcuid be 9 rer cent at the

^ "^\££ XI1?rcasc i£ sf f^ ^iltxy noat, frczn 18 per cent m 19B0 to
a'- ^V-^'-- Pig reav. and roultry r--t. shares weald rain respectively '
^?1^^^ ^iie «^ of cattle anc small rum^ts U

„. ,v,.. ,. ^ 0a:' ^o achaevo tbs nrortuction taraet of milk, the

^I'JJi--.^,P^-'lUat^;^1^b V/::!S 19'2 "lllio11 ^ 198° should OTCW at an-annual rate
^'to^^ HV ^ ■' "?1tte ^^ by l3CtatiOn °lat V'aS 326 ^- in 1980ant annually over the saire psriccl. (11).
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43. As is obvious from the above, the achievement of the declared targets refers
not only to the qualitative aspects, that is, in terms of population and off- .
take rate chances but also-to the Qualitative aspects, in terns of carcass weight
changes. However, judging from past trends, drastic measures are required to achieve
the desired changes in carcass weight. To increase the production of pia and
poultry meat would require m-re cereals and/or feed, some of which need to be iirport-
erL The large share cf increased meat production tc meet the projected demand has to
ccme fran these two categories? pig and poultry., Owinr- to the fact that most
Africen countries are beccming net iirrcrters of cereals and do face foreign exchange

and skilled management problems emphasis in the livestock development efforts - " ■
should relate to those categories cf animals which would utilize"local an'*, available
resources, such as cattle and small ruminants.

A. Strategy framework : tcward.s the end of the century

44. It was stated, in the preceding sections that although the production potential ■
exists, the African continent is becominc nrre and m-re dependent on the others
to meet the ever increasing ^emand for livestock by its population. Owing to the
fact that African countries lack a well desirjied and compreb.ensive strategy for live
stock development and. face serious constraints in financial and. manpower resources,
the development of the sector durin.r the last quarter century could be described as '■ ■
disappointing with little progress, " ' ■""*.•■

45. • What is needed, is a sustained development effort till the end of the century
There is no new major technology that can he, relied upon; there are no e^sy ■
short-cuts. (25). The strategy should, be baser! on development systems that are
biologically, economically and ecologically appropriate"for the countries concerned.(25)
In the event, the elements of the proposed strategy are discussed, below :

with comparative advantage in raising animals

46. Although about 90 per cent cf land in these areas has little alternative use except
for grazing, their tenure systems, along with the related problem, of water availability
mate it rather difficult to develop scheras for controlled" grazing or range iinrrovensmt
or disease control. The tenure system in most caoos is a real deterrent to livestock
development. Livestock production in these areas is carried out by producers who pass
on the business from generation to generation. It is characterized by hirh mortality and
lev; fecundity, thus a slew herd expansion rate. The producer faces a"nui*er of• cons-
traints.;as discussed, earlier and. because of this he maximizes the herd population subject
to subsistence and survival recruirements, tending to respond inversely to Price changes.
Unless drastic changes cccur in his sccio-econcmic environment, the attitude of the'
pastoralist is likely to continue for long period tr crre- in areas which suranlv afcmit
yo per cent of livestock producticn in r^st African countries, "'' "

47. As a pre-requisite for developinr these areas the pastor?]ists should either
initiate their own development, or conditions should be created such es to make the
nastoralists readily responsive to the opportunities provided by the development
strategies.(18).The exclusive rights of use of pasture and water- and authority
for relating the nrwements of sniirels, with or without the government assistance,
over a specified, portion of land delimited for and assigned to a specific social
group that historically use it, are amon? the conditions which are"heliev=d. to be
conducive, to the pptunal exploitation. of the potential of these areas In al
locating this land, to the grcup, the focus should also be or. quality rather 'than
continous expansion of the quantity of animals, A mechanism should be found
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between members of the grcup and governments, hereby any exeess animals above the
permissible carrying capacity of the pasture land is"sold. Such a mechanism should
take into account restoration schemes and ensure decent living conditions for the
op-rators and their families. It should be made clear to the"group that ownership of
rangeland carries with it responsibility for conservation which the group owes

to the public and to their descendants. Such: rangelands should, be properly'" managed
for among other things, the optimum production of quality water. For instance a
well designc-d system of padlock-subdivision and rotation will miniirdze the number of

^^hSff3*8 anr"' ijTrrove PafeturG utilization, facilitate segregated mating of r^nlace-
nent neirers whlch 1S a vita], nenp.rmant and disease control practice, (28) "clearly
the focus should be on creating the institutional framework that will favour the re
organization of herders end. existing scarce resources for the attainment of hirher
equilibrium point of production, anr" actions should be undertaken to encourage herders of
these areas to increase their supply of feeders, culled and. work animals to'areas with
comparative advantage in croppinc; and intensive production of meat, milk., eons
etc. and to slaughterhouses.

46. The technical packages should involve the minimum, possible capital investments
and should be at the send-skilied, managerial level and the producers should be
responsible and. involved at all levels of decision makinrr concernina their activities,
life ant?, future. The intervention of government in the management should be to the
minunum and. directed toward adviscry and technical services relating to the impacts
of drought, killer diseases and man-made-calamities, and the treasures that encourage
producers to eliminate over-grazing, over-stocking and increasing marketed anim?ls"
The primary objective for development at this time should be the"reinforcemert of the
nastoral subsistence base to provide the herding populaticn with safer means ^f
sustaining themselves, (2). The government should fipri ^yg ^c\ p^ans for providing on

a loan basis, preferably with collective insurance, the wnrkinr- capital required for the
establishment of water points, animal health eqmrment, market'facilities, schools, etc
Government should also encourage the distribution of consumer goods; and provide other
services, such as animal health care, and knew-how such as for building a pen or ■

digging a well. These services will be renumerated fully or partially"by the producers
However, it should be ensured that the credit is used, as the catalyst"... and as a
mechanism for transforming advice into action. (7). The adopted, approach should be
explicit in making the herders pay for most of the services they receive, should encourage
private animal health control and should bring about the abandonment of the classical
type of livestock develcjment projects experienced during the last two decad.es which
were characterized.by low participation of the herder in terms of finance, preparation-
and implementation of the activities of the project.

49. The advantages of the above strategy, if well designed, and implemented, could
be tremendous. " "

- it would ensure active invrivement of the producers and deepen the principle
of self-reliance:

- the impacts r.f drought wculd be greatly lessened and the risk of outbreaks
and spreading of killer diseases would be minimized?

- animals would have easy access to rmr1. quality water within their reach;

- the pressure on the budget of government .v«ould ^e lessened and it v/ould be
much easier to find, funding sources for the activities of the producer.
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As a result, the output (feeders, culler1 animals, neat, milk) of these areas would
he substantially increased to meet the demand of the other areas identified earlier,

and to meet the demand of butchers as well as the expectations of Governments from the

livestock sector. Of course, such an approach could have drawbacks especially on

small holders who might not have enough resources to self-finance their business.

But it is believed that the society, as a whole, would be better off and. in the

event,- the increased tax revenues could .be used tc favour the creation of activities

which, would provide new job opportunities for their cemmumity.

50, Progressive proposition of more capital intensive and higher management skill packages
and further subdivision of rangeland into ranches.assigned to large or nuclear families of
a given nrcun, should be given due errphasis whenever possible and v/heiever ■ appropriate.
In"ether words, policies favouring the promotion of farm operators who are market-
oriented should be progressively encouraged.

(ii) Areas with comparative advantage in croppinr-

51. Here the strategy should aim at enhancing the integration of agricultural/
livestock -reduction. Premising results have heen obtained in areas where cash crops

were successfully developed, along with the introduction of draught power. In addition,

a feeding industry has developed' especially during the dear1 season where culled oxen
and animals supplied frcm raising areas are fed. on a three to four months basis, which
corresponds roughly to the period of decreased, sumly frcm the raising areas. The
government may provide short-term loans to fanrers to purchase feeders and feeds, and
encouraoe the concentration of fatteners into large groups to benefit, from the econony

of scale and to lower the cost of production. Dairy activities should also be encouraged

in these areas.

52.' Such" a strategy would help to improve the productivity of fallow land and
land under crops, to"reduce the seasonal migration, to diversify the activities and
income sources'"of farmers, and to increase the supply of meat to urban and foreign
market consumers. Their development would constitute an cutlet for the

livestock raising areas and the cattle feeding activities would use family labour
that might otherwise be unemployed, cr underutilized during the dry season.

(iii) Areas with cornpexative advantage in intensive production of

meat, milk, eggs,, etc.

53. The vicinity of urban centres is the target for carital intensive production

for the following main reasons;

- the larger segment of the consumers live in these areas;

- the slaughterhouses and most agro-industrial by-products production hh

units are located there;

- lack of adequate -transportation facilities in most African

countries ro?J<e it mere economical to transport feeder animals father

than finished- animals to consuming centres.

This being the situation, the strategy should aim at creatincr the necessary conditions

for private entrepreneurs, should, aim at undertakinr intensive production of beef,

pigmeat, chickens, egqs and milk for local and foreign consumption and should aim at

encouragina the concentration of small helpers to benefit frcm the econony of scale -
austcm feeding might be encouraged, in existing state-owned, feedlcts.
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B. Other components of the strategy

54. The overall strategy for developing livestock sector in Africa should aim at

creating the necessary and sufficient conditions for integrating the elements of

the strategies spelt out earlier for each of the three areas and should also

include ;

- the development and dissemination of market informaticn en regular■

and timely basis to all interested parties in local as well as official

languages;

- the creation of data bank, on all aspects of livestock such as livestock

■ ' : population', bioecoricmic parameters, etc. (this data needs to be updated

; ' ' regularly to)1 allow a ircre realistic prcgramming of the livestock

sector :); 'and of irenitoring and evaluation units in the ministry in

charge of livestock development?

- the provision of greater efficiency in the supply of input and their

pricing;

- the provision of appropriate measures for imporving the efficiency of the

marketing systems?

- the prcimotion of literacy campaigns and the designing of effective programmes

for training producers, as well as the creation of more demand, for money

income among producers through better distribution of consumer goods,

(for both animals and humans) and of an organized market for breeding animals;

- the preservation of the comparative advantage of each area

favouring the creation of alternative activities in these areas;

- the mobilization of rural financial resources through mobile b^nk systems;

- the promotion of better cc-operation between national/intercrovernmental/and

: international organizations dealing with training, research and development

of livestock in Africa;

- the creation of effective global economic c?xrangements at subregional and/or

regional level that will favour intra-trade of livestock products and by

products and joint ventures between countries in livestock.

- in the field of trainings

(a) to have clearly defined and precise objectives at both the national

and regional levels;

(b) to ancJ-yse present and future demands and clearly define priorities

for the medium anr1. long-term?

(c) to evaluate existing training programmes; and

(d) to assess thoroughly, the facilities needed for training and

research (19).

55. It should be re-emphasized that the formulation and effective implementation

cf a coherent and. well defined strategy fcr livestock development, at the national,

subregional and continental levels, would go a long way towards making

the sector more productive, more efficient, anc! more beneficial to the overall

economy. It would not only increase the probability of Africa becoming self-

sufficient but also to make it net exrorter of animal protein by the year

2000.

56. The above is in consonnance with the objectives of the LPA fcr the livestock

sector and it is therefore imperative that member States should take action immediately

to prepare, individually and collectively, such a strategy for the development of the
livestock sector.
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